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is improved considerably. Therefore, it was considered worth-
while to present the results in spite of their lack of completeness.

The energy spectra of the protons at the emission angles of 45',
90, and 135' are shown in Table I together with the previously
reported' data for the deuteron. The values are corrected for the
nuclear absorption of protons in the absorbing material. To make
the numbers comparable in the deuteron and alpha-particle
cases, they are normalized to the number of protons in the nu-
cleus concerned. The data available in the helium case are less
complete than those in the deuteron case.

In the 45' case, there seems to be a fairly well-defined cut-
off at energy almost equal to the cutoff energy of the deuteron,
which is approximately 200 Mev. The yield corresponding to a
proton energy of about 160 Mev is nearly equal in both cases.
In the case of helium, the yield of protons below 140 Mev increases
more steeply with decreasing energy than in the case of the
deuteron, indicating the existence of more low energy protons.

In the 90' case, the cutoff energy is again nearly the same in
both cases. The energy distribution curve below the cutoff energy
in the helium case shows a steady increase of the number of
protons with decreasing energy, leaving no plateau below the
cutoff, indicating again the larger number of protons below about
140 Mev.

In the 135' case, the energy spectrum extends up to about
130 Mev, which is higher than the cutoff energy of the deuteron
case.

The conclusions one can draw from these data might be as
follows. The fact that the cutoff energies of the spectra of pro-
tons at 45' and 90' are approximately the same as in the case of
the deuteron, seems to indicate that the high energy protons, at
least in the 45 case, are produced by the absorption of a photon
in a two-nucleon system. The existence of protons of energy higher
than the cutoff energy of the deuteron in the 135' case might be
due to an absorption process in which the energy and momentum
of a photon is taken up by three or four nucleons. The fact that
there are more protons below, say, 140 Mev at the emission angles
of 45' and 90 in the helium case than in the deuterium case,
might also be explained by the three- or four-nucleon process
mentioned above. The lack of protons above the cutoff energy
for the two-nucleon process in the 45' and 90' cases and the lack
of protons of energy above about 130 Mev in the 135 case,
seem to indicate that the cross section for a process such as
He+y~T+p is small compared to the two-nucleon process.
They also indicate the small probability for a process such as
He++~2p+2% ol Hc+Q~D+p+Q, 1n which thc proton gets
more energy than allowed by the two-nucleon process.

The present results, together with the previous results on the
deuteron, should help to provide a fundamental basis for in-
terpreting the photodissociation of nuclei in general by high energy
gamma"rays.

The author thanks Professors McMillan and Helmholz and
members of the synchrotron group for helpful discussions as
well as for their generosity in placing the plates at the author' s
disposal.
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ECENT experiments and interpreta, tions on the sca,ttering
of mesons by protons' ' have suggested that the isotopic

spin T is a good. quantum number for meson-nucleon systems.
It is therefore of interest to consider the implications of this
quantum number for the unstable cosmic-ray particles. As an
example the Vf) will be considered as a nucleon in an excited

state, a generic term that includes any heavy fermion. Similar
considerations are applicable to bosons without essential novelty.

The most remarkable feature of the Vo parti|'. le is its stability
against decay by x- and y-emission. As a first approximation,
we inquire under what conditions it could be absolutely stable.
Let t, e, and f be the respective isotopic spin vectors of the
nucleon, ~-meson, and total system. The interaction energy is

- 80~(t.c), with corresponding s'elections rules for single meson
emission

~t, st, =0, a1,
hT, d T,=O.

The emission of a real meson requires at least 140 Mev, so that
by (1) an excited nucleon will be stable against m-decay to its
ground state (t=~) if its excitation energy E and isotopic spin
satisfy the relation

E&(t——,') 140 Mev.

Since the V~ ultimately emits one ~-meson, it must have
E&140Mev, which is charge forbidden only if t &$. The simplest
choice is t =5/2, 140&E~280 Mev„with an eventual Q value for
m-emission of 0&Q~140 Mev. There is of course no difhculty
about the production of states with large t values in a high energy
nuclear event where many particles are present in strong inter-
action.

This stability against m-emission is independent of the magni-
tude of Ho, which is not true of the stability against p-emission.
In the isotopic spin formalism the photon interaction term ig of
the form H~a+bt', where t' is the isotopic spin of whatever
particle is involved. The selection rule accordingly depends on
whether the Vo is in a single-nucleon state or a virtual state of
nucleon plus meson,

single —nucleon H~ A+BT„AT=AT, =Q (3a)
nucleon+meson II~~u+a+bt, +Ps„AT,=O, AT=0, ~1. (3b)

The rule (3b) requires b&p, which is generally true; it is this type
of process that occurs in the decay of a ~ meson (T= 1) into two
photons, each of isotopic spin T=O.

If isotopic spin is to be made the basis of y-stability, (3a) indi-
cates that the Vo must have t&$. On the other hand, (3b) shows
that the Vo must also be stable against virtual vr-meson emission,
for otherwise it could decay rapidly by emitting (t——,} photons
and one ~. Thus isotopic spin considerations alone cannot account
for both 7r- and 7-stability but only for one of the two: If p-emis-
sion can be "turned off," m.-stability can be achieved, or if some
external postulate (g'/%~10 '~) is introduced to give ~-stability,
isotopic spin restrictions can. provide equally good p-stability
without additional assumptions.

Therefore, if isotopic spin is to help account for V stability,
a model must be chosen in which t &$ for the V'. This would imply
the existence of a number of companion particles, including at
least V and V++, which decay in a similar fashion to n,+m and
p+~+. The V+ particles would exist for any value of t, and their
modes of decay should provide some information on t of the initial
state. For m —V coupling of the type Ho the relative frequencies of
decay (V+~e+s.+):(V+~p+s') =2:1 or 1:2 according as
t=$ or $. For higher values of t, (t—-f) quanta must accompany
the x-decay if the m —V coupling is of type IIO, if it is of type H&,
the decay will divide in comparable proportion among processes
accompanied by {t—$), (t—$), (t—5/2) quanta. The decay lifetime
increases by order 1/0; 10~ per quantum,

Thus the following conclusions are reached: The appa, rent
failure to observe V++ and other companion particles with fre-

quencies comparable to Vo suggests that the V-particle wave
functions have some (or all, if T is a good quantum number) com-
ponents with t &,. This would mean that independent principles
must be found to explain both the n- and y-stability of these
particles without help from isotopic spin considerations, which

could have eliminated one type of instability. A direct check of t for
the V+ particles is in principle possible from a determination of
the (n+s+): (p+s') ratio. The presence of V particles in the face
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of an established absence of corresponding V++ would suggest
failure of T as a good quantum number.

The stimulating discussions of Professors R. Serber and H.
Yukawa are acknowledged with pleasure.
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NDERSON and Libby, ' who determined the average number
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~

~

of disintegrating C" atoms per cm' of the earth surface,
found an approximate agreement of this number with the average
integrated absorption rate of atmospheric neutrons computed
from Yuan"s measurements. ' Since Yuan's more recently published
value of this absorption rate' is nearly twice as large and since
improved neutron cross sections have been published in the
meantime, 4 a recalculation seems necessary.

The measurements of Yuan on January 8, 1949, integrated over
the atmosphere up to 102,000 feet at Princeton's geomagnetic
latitude (51'46'N), give for the tin-shielded boron counter
Ig= J'tstdP=834 counts-g/cm'-sec and for the cadmium-shielded
boron counter I,z= J'n, ddp= 394 counts-g/cm2-sec. By taking the
difference of these values one can eliminate the background of
"secondary" counts b due to stars produced in the shields or to
recoils etc. ; and by multiplying this difference by the ratio A/Z„
where A =0;0545 cm2/g is the absorption of one gram of air and
Z, =12.5 cm2 is the effective absorption cross section of the
counters both for thermal neutrons, one obtains as the total
number of absorbed neutrons up to 0.4 ev (the cut-off energy, of
the cadmium-shield) (Iq I,g)A/Z, = 1.9—2/cm'-sec. An upper limit
for the absorption rate up to 0.4 Mev is ItA/Z, =3.64/cm~-sec,
since It is uncorrected for the unknown background effect
Iq=fbdP and since the cross sections for nitrogen and for boron
follow the 1/e law; but above 0.4 Mev nitrogen has some resonance
absorptions for the (m, p) as well as for the (rs, 0.) reaction. On the
other hand, the corrected neutron absorption rate can be obtained
approximately from the cadmium-difference counts by using the
"slowing-down theory" of neutrons. ' H q(E) is the "slowing down
density past the energy E," then

1 z1 cr, dE
q(E )/q(E ) =exp —— —=S(E,E,).

&s o.,+r, E,
With E~=0.4 Mev and E2=0.4 ev, (=6/(3A+2)=0. 132 one
obtains by numerical integration

q(0.4 ev)/q(0. 4 Mev) = (I&—I,~)/(I, —I~) =1/1.77;
therefore,

(I&—Ia)A/2, = (It—I,g)A/&, XS(E» E2) =3.4/cm2-sec

is the absorption rate up to 0.4 Mev neutrons. 7 To compute the
absorption rate of neutrons of higher energy, the energy distri-
bution f(E„) of the neutrons as they are "evaporated" from
cosmic-ray stars has to be taken into account. The integrated
number of all neutrons absorbed by the N(e, p) C reaction in the
atmosphere at 52oN will then be

Q=~(») f, f(&.)«. f, f(I..)XS(Z„Z„)«„,
with Ej=0.4 Mev and E~)Ej, The cross section o-,(n, p) is
measured up to 3.6 Mev where it is only 1/100 barn, and is
approximately known at 14 Mev. Using the function f(E„)
=E„)(exp(—E„/3) one obtains Q (up to 14 Mev)=3.4X1.2
=4.2/cm'-sec. But this result should be taken as tentative,

inasmuch as the function f(E„) and some of the cross sections
(including that of the counter) are somewhat uncertain and as the
neutron Qux at high latitudes Quctuates due to changes of the
activity of the sun. '0 On account, of the strong latitude de-
pendence of atmospheric neutrons" one obtains 6nally for the
averaged value over the earth's surface" (including neutron
energies up to 14 Mev) /=0. 58X4.2=2.4/cm'-sec. Anderson and
Libby's value for the average number of disintegrating carbon
atoms is 2.23/cm~-sec. Their conclusion, that apparently no
considerable change in the cosmic-ray intensity has occurred over
the past several thousand years is, therefore, corroborated so far
by the present recalculations.

j: am very grateful to my colleagues of the cosmic-ray group,
especially to Dr. Kouts and Dr. Yuan, now at Brookhaven, and
ot Dr. M. C. Edlund for many helpful discussions.
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A REPORT of measurements made by one of us, ' and con-
taining references to calculations made by the other, deduced

the low energy capture rate of cosmic-ray neutrons to be 7.1 per
second per square centimeter of the earth's surface at Princeton.
These results were based on the assumption of what seemed at
the time to be the best values of the scattering and absorption
cross sections of nitrogen and oxygen. Now, the predicted experi-
mental cadmium ratio of the 1/v detectors used depends strongly
upon the values of the cross sections assumed (actually, upon the
average value of their ratio in the energy region where most of the
capture occurs). This can be seen from the approximate theoretical
expression for this ratio:

a=1—exp) — 2I(fe/, ggZ, )j, (1)
where ( is the logarithmic decrement of the energy for neutrons in
air, cr, is the mean scattering cross section of air, the capture cross
section of an air atom is 8/(8)&, and E, is the cadmium cutoff of
the counters used.

We have decided that, because the cross sections used were not
correct, it would be wise to review the conclusions of (1), so that a


